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Abstract 
Classic squares are a new class of Latin squares that are closely related to broadcast squares. 
Broadcast squares have practical application to implementing broadcast communication on 
a point-to-point network such that no processor must receive messages faster than it can 
process them. Algorithms for generating classic squares and for transforming them into 
broadcast squares are given. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of arranging thirty-six officers of six different ranks and regiments in 
a square phalanx proposed by Euler in 1779 is probably one of the most famous 
references to Latin squares. Many practical applications of Latin squares have since 
been found, and much work on Latin squares has been done in the past two centuries 
[2,3]. For some applications, specialized classes of Latin squares have been investi- 
gated; perfect Latin squares, for example, have application to parallel array access 
with multiple processors and multiple memory modules connected via an intercon- 
nection network [4]. 
The concepts of classic squares and broadcast squares, introduced here, originated 
with a problem of high-speed communication networks in which messages must be 
broadcast, but the network provides only point-to-point message transmission. Broadcast 
communication can be implemented on a high-speed network by transmitting n - 1 
copies of the message point to point, where n is the number of processors in the network. 
If many processors are broadcasting, several processors may transmit messages to 
the same destination simultaneously. In a high-speed network, messages may arrive at 
the destination too rapidly for the destination processor to process them, causing its 
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input buffer to overflow and messages to be lost. To solve this problem, we consider 
controlling the transmission of messages so that no processor receives more than one 
message per time slot. This leads to the concepts of classic squares and broadcast squares. 
Classic squares have simply defined properties and may be useful in a variety of 
applications. One of these applications is the generation of broadcast squares. Broad- 
cast squares in turn can be used to construct message transmission schedules that 
implement broadcast communication while preventing message loss due to buffer 
overflow. 
2. Classic squares 
Classic squares are a special class of Latin squares. The elements of these squares 
are denoted below by aii, where 0 < i < n and 0 < j < n. 
Definition 1. A classic square of order n is an arrangement of the numbers 
0, 1, 2, . . . ) n - 1 in an n x n square such that the following properties are satisfied. 
(CSl) 
(CS2) 
(CS3) 
(CS4) 
The elements in each row are distinct. 
The elements in each column are distinct. 
The elements on the main diagonal are 0, 1,2, . . . , n - 1, i.e. Uii = i mod n for 
O<i<n. 
The elements on the superdiagonal are n - 1, 0, 1, . . . , n - 2 i.e. Uij = 
(i-l)modnforO<i<nandj=(i+l)modn. 
The first two properties are the defining properties of a Latin square. An example of 
a classic square of order 6 is shown in Fig. 1. 
2.1. Algorithm for generating classic squares 
The algorithm begins by generating the entries aij of a classic square using the 
formula 
Uij E (2i + (n - 1)j) mod n E (2i - j) mod n 
Fig. 1. A classic square of order 6 
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This simple approach yields a classic square when n is odd and is the first step of the 
algorithm when n is even. 
Theorem 1. If n is odd, the square deJned by aij = (2i + (n - 1)j) mod n is a classic 
square of order n. 
This theorem follows directly from the definition of a classic square of order n and 
the fact that, if n is odd, then n is relatively prime to 2 and n - 1. 
If n is even, the square obtained using the above formula does not satisfy property 
CS2. In this case we begin by constructing a square in which the lower half (the last n/2 
rows) is the same as the upper half (the first n/2 rows) and the entries in the upper half 
are defined by the above formula. Thus, aij E (2i + (n - 1) j) mod n and ai + (n/s),j = aij 
forO<i<n/2andOdj<n. 
This square satisfies properties CSl, CS3 and CS4; however, it does not satisfy 
property CS2 because each column contains duplicate elements, namely 
ai + (n/2).j = aij. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition to modify the square 
so that it does satisfy property CS2, as well as the other properties. 
Theorem 2. In the square of order n defined by aij = (2i + (n - 1)j)mod n and 
ai+(,:2,j = aij for 0 < i < n/2 and 0 d j < n, where n is even and n 2 6, the pairs 
aij, ai,j+ I and ai + (n/2).,, a, +(Q)., + I do not both contain elements of the main diagonal or 
superdiagonal. 
The proof of this theorem is based on an analysis of the elements of the pairs 
%j> %,j+ I and 4 + (n/2).jj 01 + (n,?),J + I > and uses the assumption that n is even and n # 0, 
2 and 4. 
To complete the construction, for each pair of columns j and j + 1, where j is even, 
0 < j < n/2, and for each i, 0 < i < n/2, we exchange the elements in aij and ai,j+ 1 or 
in a, + (n/2).j and ai + (n/z),j +1, P rovided that neither of the elements being exchanged is an 
element of the main diagonal or superdiagonal. 
An example of the elements exchanged is given in Fig. 2 for n = 6. As is evident, the 
elements on the main diagonal or superdiagonal are not exchanged. 
Fig. 2. Elements exchanged to obtain a classic square of order 6 
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Theorem 3. The square that results after exchanging the elements in the square of order 
n deJned by aij E (2i + (n - 1)j)mod n and ai+(n/2),j = aij for 0 < i < n/2 and 
0 < j < n, where n is even and n > 6, is a classic square. 
This theorem follows directly from the definition of a classic square of order n and 
from Theorem 2. We can also prove the following theorem using the definition of 
a classic square of order n. 
Theorem 4. There are no classic squares of order n = 2 or n = 4. 
3. Broadcast squares 
Broadcast squares have application to the implementation of broadcast commun- 
ication on a point-to-point network such that no two processors transmit a message 
to the same destination at any time. Broadcast squares can be generated from classic 
squares. 
Definition 2. A broadcast square of order n is an arrangement of the numbers 
0, 1, . _. , n - 1 in an n x n square such that the following properties are satisfied: 
(BSl) In row i, element i is missing, element i + 1 is duplicated, and each of the other 
elements appears exactly once. 
(BS2) The elements in each column are distinct. 
(BS3) The elements on the main diagonal are 1,2, . . . , n - l,O, i.e. aii = (i + l)mod n 
for 0 d i < n. 
An example of a broadcast square of order n = 6 is given in Fig. 3. 
3.1. Algorithm for generating broadcast squares 
We now present an algorithm for generating broadcast squares of order n from 
classic squares of order n - 1. The algorithm makes use of the fact that a classic 
Fig. 3. A broadcast square of order 6. 
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square already has property BS2 and can be made to satisfy property BS3 by adding 
1 to each of its elements and reducing mod n. 
Initially, the algorithm generates a classic square of order n - 1 using the algorithm 
described in Section 2. This classic square is the upper left subsquare of the square of 
order n being constructed. The next step is to copy each of the elements on the 
superdiagonal of this classic square into its respective column in the (n - 1)st row, i.e. 
a,_ 1,j becomes Uij, where 0 < i < II - 1 and j = (i + l)mod(n - 1). Each of the 
elements on the superdiagonal of the classic square is then replaced by n - 1, i.e. 
aij becomes n - 1, where 0 < i < n - 1 and j = (i + l)mod(n - 1). The elements 
a,,, anda,-i,i are then exchanged. The next step is to create the last column, which is 
simply 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Finally, 1 is added to each of the elements and the sum is 
reduced mod n. 
Fig. 4 shows how a broadcast square of order 4 is constructed using this algorithm. 
The upper left subsquare of the first square is a classic square of order 3. 
Theorem 5. The given algorithm transforms a classic square of order n - 1 into 
a broadcast square of order n. 
This theorem follows from the steps of the algorithm and uses the definitions of 
a classic square of order n - 1 and a broadcast square of order n. 
Since the given algorithm generates broadcast squares of order n based on classic 
squares of order n - 1 and since there are no classic squares of order H = 2 or n = 4, 
we must either prove that there are no broadcast squares of order n = 3 or n = 5 or 
show that one exists by some method other than our algorithm. Using the definition 
of a broadcast square of order n, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. There are no broadcast squares of order n = 3. 
To investigate the existence of broadcast squares of order 5, we wrote a computer 
program to compute all possible broadcast squares of a given order and obtained 80 
different broadcast squares of order 5. Unfortunately, this program is computation- 
ally expensive and can only be used for practical purposes to compute broadcast 
squares of order at most 7. In contrast, the complexity of the algorithms we have 
presented for generating classic squares of order it - 1 and transforming them into 
broadcast squares of order n is O(n’). 
Fig. 4. Applying the algorithm to construct a broadcast square of order 4. 
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4. An application of broadcast squares 
We now show how broadcast squares can be used to implement broadcast com- 
munication on a high-speed network in such a way that no processor must receive and 
buffer two messages at the same time. 
We assume that the processors in the network are connected in a logical to- 
ken-passing ring [l]. The token is required to initiate a broadcast. However, a proces- 
sor forwards the token before it actually transmits copies of the message to any of the 
other processors on the ring. This is done in a predetermined order, which is not 
necessarily along the path of the ring. 
By carefully selecting the order in which messages are transmitted, we guarantee 
that no two processors will transmit a message to the same processor at any time. If, 
for example, there are four processors on the ring, we can choose to transmit messages 
according to the schedule shown in Fig. 5. This schedule indicates, for example, that in 
the fifth clock cycle processor 0 transmits the token to processor 1, processor 
1 transmits a message to processor 3, processor 2 transmits a message to processor 0, 
and processor 3 transmits a message to processor 2. As can be seen, no two processors 
transmit to the same processor at any time and, thus, no receiver must receive two 
messages simultaneously. 
This schedule also indicates that each processor must wait for the token before 
broadcasting a new message and that each processor transmits the message to each of 
the other processors. For example, processor 0 initiates the broadcasting of a new 
message in the fifth clock cycle and transmits that message to processors 3,2 and 1 in 
the sixth, seventh and eighth clock cycles, respectively. Processor 1 initiates the 
broadcasting of a message in the sixth clock cycle and completes the broadcasting of 
that message in the ninth clock cycle and, similarly, for processors 2 and 3. Thus, the 
pattern of broadcasting corresponds to the parallelogram shown in Fig. 6, which 
repeats every four clock cycles. 
One may wonder if there is such a transmission schedule for any number of 
processors and if there is an algorithm for generating that schedule. These questions 
are closely related to broadcast squares. Looking at the above schedule in a different 
way, we see the square at the left of Fig. 7, which repeats every four clock cycles. 
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Processor 0 Tl 3 2 1 Tl 3 2 1 Tl 3 2 1 Tl 3 2 1 
Processor 1 - Ts 0 2 3 Ts 0 2 3 Tz 0 2 3 T2 0 2 
Processor 2 - - T3 3 0 1 T3 3 0 1 T3 3 0 1 T3 3 
Processor 3 - - - TO 2 0 1 TO 2 0 1 TO 2 0 1 TO 
Fig. 5. A schedule for four processors. 
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Fig. 6. A parallelogram within the schedule 
Fig. 7. Relating the schedule to broadcast squares. 
Considering the token Ti as an ordinary message transmitted by processor i - 1 to 
processor i, we replace each Ti by the element i. For our analysis this can be done 
because we do not need to distinguish between the token and an ordinary message. 
The token, like an ordinary message, contains information that requires processing. 
After this replacement, we obtain a broadcast square of order 4, as shown in Fig. 7 at 
the right. 
Using a broadcast square of order n, we can create a schedule for broadcasting 
messages in a network with II processors such that the problem of buffer overflow is 
avoided. This schedule allows each processor to initiate a broadcast every n clock 
cycles but does not require it to do so. The same broadcast square of order n is used 
every n clock cycles to obtain a parallelogram that repeats every n clock cycles. 
One may ask why is it necessary to circulate the token. If buffer overflow is to be 
avoided, messages must not be transmitted in a broadcast system faster than they can 
be received and processed by the slowest processor. By allowing the slowest processor 
to hold the token a multiple of n extra clock cycles, the faster processors can be 
prevented from broadcasting more messages until the slowest processor has caught up 
with them. 
5. Conclusion 
We have defined two new classes of squares, classic squares and broadcast squares, 
and have given algorithms for generating classic squares and for transforming them 
into broadcast squares. Broadcast squares can be used to implement broadcast 
communication on a point-to-point network so that message loss due to buffer 
overflow is avoided. 
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